A monolayer study on interactions of docetaxel with model lipid membranes.
Docetaxel (DCT) is an antineoplastic drug for the treatment of a wide spectrum of cancers. DCT surface properties as well as miscibility studies with l-alpha-dipalmitoyl phosphatidylcholine (DPPC), which constitutes the main component of biological membranes, are comprehensively described in this contribution. Penetration studies have revealed that when DCT is injected under DPPC monolayers compressed to different surface pressures, it penetrates into the lipid monolayer promoting an increase in the surface pressure. DCT is a surface active molecule able to decrease the surface tension of water and to form insoluble films when spread on aqueous subphases. The maximum surface pressure reached after compression of a DCT Langmuir film was 13 mN/m. Miscibility of DPPC and DCT in Langmuir films has been studied by means of thermodynamic properties as well as by Brewster angle microscopy (BAM) analysis of the mixed films at the air-water interface, concluding that DPPC and DCT are miscible and they form non-ideally mixed monolayers at the air-water interface. Helmholtz energies of mixing revealed that no phase separation occurs. In addition, Helmholtz energies of mixing become more negative with decreasing areas per molecule, which suggests that the stability of the mixed monolayers increases as the monolayers become more condensed. Compressibility values together with BAM images indicate that DCT has a fluidizing effect on DPPC monolayers.